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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit.
You are attempting to drag the Control and CV_Order objects to an object group as shown in
the Exhibit, but you are unable to release them in the Object Group Children node of the object
group.
What is the reason for this?
A. You should drag them to the ObjectGroup96 node, not to its Object Group Children node.
B. You need separate object groups for different types of objects.
C. You cannot drag a block to an object group.
D. You cannot drag multiple types of objects to an object group at the same time.
E. You cannot drag a canvas to an object group.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the project manager of a large project that will span several time zones. You'll be
utilizing project team members from across several departments. Project team members won't
be working on the project full-time and will join and leave the project based on assignments in
the project schedule.
What project management plan can you create to help you manage when project times will be
brought onto and released from the project team?
A. Human resources management plan
B. Staffing management plan
C. Team management plan
D. Project management plan
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A datalink can best be described as______.
A. a driver for a Network Interface Card
B. a device instance
C. a device that provides Classless Inter-Domain Routing
D. the software connecting the Internet Layer and the Physical Layer
E. a logical object used for IP Multipathing
Answer: B
Explanation:
The command dladm is used to configure data-link interfaces in Sun Solaris. A configured
data-link is represented in the system as interface that can be used for TCP/IP. Each data-link
relies on either a single network device or an link aggregation device to send & recieve packets.
Network interfaces provide the connection between the system and the network. These
interfaces are configured over data links, which in turn correspond to instances of hardware
devices in the system.
In the current model of the network stack, interfaces and links on the software layer build on
the devices in the hardware layer. More specifically, a hardware device instance in the
hardware layer has a corresponding link on the data-link layer and a configured interface on
the interface layer. This one-to-one relationship among the network device, its data link, and
the IP interface is illustrated in the figure that follows.
Network Stack Showing Network Devices, Links, and Interfaces: Reference: System
Administration Guide: Network Interfaces and Network Virtualization

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which Application Life Cycle Management (ALM) process deals with the storage and collection
of detailed information about business processes and system settings?
Response:
A. Solution Documentation
B. Test management
C. Solution Implementation
D. Business Process Operation
Answer: A
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